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INTERACTING KNOTS IN GEOMETRODYNAMICS
I. Introduction
An observer perceives an object. Comparing a sequence of states occupied
by the object he recognizes a metamorphosis. For the measurement of this
change he relates it to an arbitrarily chosen four-dimensional coordinatesystem X

, marking out the different "cells" constituting the object, by

their position both in "space"

f : (χ ,χ ,χ ) and in "age" χ .
±

tu

O

Q

To characterize the progress of change he procures, with the aid of a
metronome,a monotonically increasing scale t and projects the order of
the states onto it, uniquely.
The "properties" of an object are nothing but relations between its "con
served quantities", i.e. certain characters which stay unchanged during
the evolution. A distinction and classification of the elements of an en
semble are based on those quantities, they also allow a system of objects
to be called a structured organism.
The observer interprets his perception as an "aspect" of a continuous de
formation fl] of the four-dimensional "space-age" surrounding him.
The correlation of space-age deformation and aspect makes possible the
consideration of all the physical world as the totality of the physical
ly noticable aspects of the changing space-age.
For simplicity, a corresponding theory can be based on the hypothesis
that all states and properties of an object are functions only of the
"position" X

and of the "deviation" dX
from the anticipated state,
dx
or the "velocity", U =
; but they will not possess any immediate tdependence
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I I . Formalism
II

I

OL generally involves two components, tx. and

The velocity field

UL ,

for which the following relations hold
= 0

;

ROT V.' = S Φ 0

(1)

ROT ox" = O

;

DIV u " = Q Φ O

(2)

DIV

ΙΛ.'

where S = o = O at x 4 u B 2 ; G ', G and k are f i n i t e and uniformly con1

U.

tinuous in the G, 's.
k
Using DIV S = - s'(.DIV<rr =

*-

s"; ROT*-

tC' dual to ROT

u.'; DIV (I. DIVu,")

= GRAD DIV tt" the systems (1) and (2) can be rewritten as follows
DIV ROT

U.' = -s' ;
GRAD DIV

DIV ROT* U' = 0
U." =

(3)

S"

(4)

or shortened into

E3 u = s
where Q

= GRAD DIV - DIV ROT and

(5)
b s s' ·*· 5 " .

Via the relations

X = - ROT XJL ;

Y = - I-DIVU.

and Ζ = X + Y
ι

we attach the tensors Χ, Y and Ζ to the vectors

ir

u. , u.

(6)
,,

and call X

Max

well tensor", because it is governed by the "Maxwell equations"
DIV X = -s'

and

DIV Χ * = O

(7)

following from (3).
The second part of this chapter will deal with "conserved"quantities.

A quantity

Φ

satisfying

ál

s

o

(8)

dt
is called "absolutely conserved'
An integration of the identity:

7f

dx

d±

du e ft

ofx

0

-im^ufut

leads to

xfa)
t.
Since

x(t ) = X(t ) for a closed path of integration, the right hand

side of this equation has to be zero for a regular

</> , i.e.

U? satis

fies the relation

etti lu

I

Thus we obtain for an absolutely conserved quantity

*Φ the conditions

d? _ d_(df) =, η
Yx
dt\ dui

(9)

The first of them could be called Lagrange equation
The above tintegration applied to the indentity

dt±m
dt

çhS-d/d«1-

ι® ■« * ut'-)

dx

(10)

leads to
2
u
The field

(β - u

2
= c

= constant

is, therefore, homogeneous and isotropic;

only three free components, i.e.

(11)
U. involves

V. : (ν } /c^-V 1 ) ,

where

V:

(xA^U.^U^

(12)

One finally can eliminate the measure dt and relate all properties of the
different aspects to the variable

rffy = f^~V it

(13)

Instead of u. we use now
VV S

Γ* -(Ό'

(14)

III. Space-age knots
The special case V S

0 marks the homogeneous "empty" or "flat" space-age.

Convective inhomogeneities, W ψ

o, imprint a structure on the space-age

continuum. If they are localizable in a coordinate system and if there are
conserved quantities characterizing them, they are called "space-age knots",
They present themselves to the observer in form of. aspects, which will due to equation (9) - mostly not be related to the
to its "cylindrical" aspect
volve only three variable

¡0:(W,c). Since ρ

\A.-field itself, but

= c, spaceage knots in

jOcomponents .

Via the "vortex atoms" f2 J , [3j

the literature places a lot of different

spaceage knots at our disposal. They always consist of the same spaceage
points, are indistructable, impenetrable and impress a multiply connected
topology into spaceage. We, therefore, can call them "elementary particles'
They are able to form couples, chains and clusters, i.e. composed units of
action.
We look now for normalizable and steady solutions of (5) for which purpose
the above mentioned correlation of

\U

and ΙΛ. will be helpful.

2
2
I I
The equations u = c , ROT It = S and |S| = 0 reduce the identity

5 W
U
dfe
(
4)
It
\ W

s

GKAb£ ~ CROTu)u

to the equation

(15)

dt
Introducing a potential γ

by

5 U « dV

dx
we obtain from (9) the Euler equation

where v:(u

u_ u ). We restrict our considerations by the requirement
X.

di

â

div = O and

Λφ

m

Υ^ -νν

<^~

^Φ + V ZÉ = Π

3*ν ° dti '

φ = constant being the equation of a rigid axially symmetric surface al
ways containing the same points and moving along its axis with constant
velocity ν .
o
Due to axial symmetry, Stokes* streamfunction

ψ

can be introduced by

2
2
2
A.
where Λ = x, + x 0 and f is an arbitrary function of Φ . Eliminating
the unknown potential γ from (16) we obtain

(i± ±_ _ 2Φ l_\[±(i^
or, finally, after a formal integration

ϋ*\

A i.ctfj

n
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where FCfl)) is an arbitrary function of Q
governs the stream function

φ

. This differential equation

of solutions u satisfying the above as

sumptions .
A stream function related to the spherical coordinates ( r , v , £ ) is better
suited to physical problems. It satisfies the corresponding equation

^ + ^ $ = -^wwg

(19)

where y = cos $
The simplest case characterized by F = Ρ

ι

constant and f.:

m

2

con

stant should be mentioned explicitly. The left hand side of (19) is sepa
rated by the ansatz

φ = g(r)h(y). The functions g = 7^

Qhr

and

h(y)

sa

is

t

fy the differential equations

n

oír1·

(20)

ay''
div V

= 0 is guaranteed, as can easily be verified,

Example: "Hicks' Dyade" Γ4 7
A spindleshaped resting solid nucleus (I) is covered by a spining vortex
ring (II). The stream function for the different regions (fig. 1) are
given by

Φι0
(21)

This aggregate can easily be modified to a spherical nucleus.
The special case F

= 0 is called "Hill's vortex" |5j . Because of complete

ness will still add the Maxwell tensor

11 

0

Xtoi)

1» -V M

1> o η« κ

= X\i)

-K-î> 0¡
for region (ill). The vectors £

and h

are given by

(22)

^îfiH;r^-f-:K'i
IV. Vortex rings

A circular vortex ring characterized by radius r of aperture r of trans
,.
_
,
,
( U) at the file
verse section, by div V = 0 and rot v = ι
corresponds to
t 0 outside
the
Φdistribution:

The symbols E and Κ denote normal elliptic integrals.
The center of the ring linearly migrates with velocity Í3 j
CO

1

£(«*ç-í)

(24)

A reference to an interesting stability phenomenon should be added here.
A vortex ring with a finite cross section, although an instantaneously
possible form, is not steady. This instability can very clearly be eluci
dated by discussing the behaviour of "Hill's vortex" tøj > which is a spin
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less vortex ring possessing a spherical shaped "streamsurface". During
its migration the spheroid alters and becomes a spindle. A spin of the
ring around its axis of symmetry, however, obstructs that tendency of
alteration.
In the case of a hydrodynamical vortex ring this fact can be understood
with the aid of Bernoulli's equation.
At present we shall be content to note that the stability of spaceage
knots is closely connected with the presence of an additional spin motion,
Two or more vortex rings interact with one another Í3J , [_6j , i.e. they
change their form and velocity.
The deformations dissolve into eigenvibrations of the rings Γ31 , |_4j .
A perturbation calculation establishes, besides some stability criteria,
the corresponding spectra of the different eigenvibrations (The vortex
can be hollow!).
The bending vibrations which a single vortex ring executes, when it is
slightly disturbed from its circular form, is characterized by the
"frequency spectrum"

V



'

V0

(25)

where V denotes the linear velocity of the ring and 2 IC r the periphery
bending in the n'th harmonic.
Due to the proportionality, "γ) rsj V, the discrete spectral lines (25) of a
vortex ring possess lower frequencies than the lines in the corresponding
spectrum of a faster migrating ring ("red

 shift"). This shift is inde

pendent of the direction of motion.
If the excited rings are elements of a particle cloud rotating with velo
city V

w

~ around an axis, r = 0, the relation \)*>J ~ holds, i.e. the

spectrum (25) of an element far from the axis possesses a redshift in
comparison with that of an element moving nearer, since it migrates more
slowly.
The "scattering" of a spinless vortex ring at a spherical obstacle will
be discussed now. ("f'i^v

13 

According to the usual vortex dynamics the scattering angle can be ex
pressed by [3]

sih Θ = Jtã. κ Κ* A*
ü¿
b
4M

α

d

VO

'í -D3 Oo4" CO

-

\1

4<*

db

Vo7

provided that the minimal distance d between vortex and obstacle is large
in comparison with the radius a of the ring aperture. Relation (26) shows
the deviation θ as a function of vorticity CO

, velocity V

and the geo
o

metrical data of vortex and obstacle.in short, it governs the "small angle
scattering" of a vortex ring at a spherical obstacle.
Introducing the relation (24) equation (26) contains nothing but geometrical
data.
The central collision of a ring and a spherical obstacle possesses a re
markable result r¡f\

. Fig. 3 presents two sequent phases of the collision.

The approaching vortex ring widens and finally covers the obstacle.

V. Coupled rings
Two vortex rings created one after the other by the same source and pro
cedure possess the same initial radius, sense and strength of rotation.
The interaction of such a couple (fig. 4) consists in an expansion of
the preceding ring and in a simultaneous contraction of the following one,
Due to its higher velocity the latter reaches' and slippes through the
other. This procedure repeats now with changed order f 6J .
The volume V enclosed by the "control surface" C pulses and the vortex
density

0

related to V varies periodically between extrema.

14

The "dynamical coupling" mentioned just now is able to connect more than
two vortex rings to chains and clusters.
The elements of a cluster form a common velocity field of complex dynamics
Attraction and repulsion permanently change in space-age. Vortex chains
build up and decay continuously. Thus there are, simultaneously, both
single rings and chains of different length completely matted. The velocity fields of the different vortices partially annul one another. Only
the interaction between neighboured elements will be important.
Fast vortices of the boundary domain are able to leave the cluster, but
they will simultaneously be widened, i.e. delayed. This fact corresponds
to an "evaporation energy" A depending from the radius R of the (spherical) cluster and tending to an asymptotic value A

. Only vortices whose

kinetic energy E >A leave the cluster. Due to that the corresponding partial density decreases, at least within the boundary domain. The velocity
distribution show a cut-off (fig. 5 ) . Single vortex rings tramping about
outside will be attracted and catched by the cluster. An equilibrium between cluster and surroundings establishes, i.e. a mean radius R^ and a
certain density distribution

O

will be reached (fig. 6 ) .

A high energy knot hitting such a cluster disturbs the equilibrium; the
cluster becomes "excited". During the interaction the "outer energy",
2- 7.

( Vo J

> °f the· confounded vortices diminishes in favour of

eigen-vibrations.
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VI. Interacting clusters
Our interest is -focussed now to the system-behaviour of a knot-gas; the
internal structure of possible knots will be omitted here.
We start from the non linear "t ansport equation"

/ej»

UL

+VV-4w ++ aα· 4 - 1 Φ - Αίφ)
A

iW = ^

i

+

of a pure elastically colliding gas of uniform particles.

(27)
{Ω denotes the

distribution function and A the (in general nonlinear) collision operator
acting on

12) .

An interaction where

(7) satisfies

|mgíílf.O

(28)

Ύί
will be called

mass-conserving

f

and if, in addition,

(29)

n.vt il GÍFf0
dt

'momentumcons." m i s defined by
O/ΙΛ _

m

< m

°

»If! |/7j^F.m

= constant.

is a parameter characterizing the type of particle.

The conditions (28) and (29) require that all fluctuations of m y
the momentum inwli

and

, related to the interval dt, vanish in the waverage,

A unique description of the transport process requires the knowledge of
the velocity and the acceleration function

w  w(x)

and

Q(x)

β

Ú ή + IW\L ¿ g

While the transport of a dense gas is essentially influenced by the struc
ture of the w(x)function, a theory of diluted gases can be based in a
first order approximation, upon the assumption of uncorrelated χ and w.

16

A weighted integration of (27) leads to the following system of differen
tial equations;

3?

"M

c

9f£vJ _

+

0

3Xi

v

+

( V 4*> Æ

t+Q

(30)

=°

where

wtcpulV

; V

?J

fr

Tf

tf

System (17) is independent of the collision term A( i/>) and therefore valid
both for binary and higher order collisions, i.e. for diluted and for dense
gases. For simplicity we restrict our studies to the special case

a =0

;

"Rà« pcf.fc y ç = const. ■

rvtv=o

(31)

According to the terminology of hydrodynamics ρ will be called "pressure"
and F =

I pdf "force" impressed to surface Β by the gas.

A classical calculation leads to "Bjerknes" formula" Γ8J

(32)
f*i

BV

where

and F

= F

. It describes the interaction of two
Ci .1

X¿¿

pulsators embedded into ahomogeneous gas of the density O
of the clusters are named V

. The volumes

and V , their "mean" densities

<0

and O

and their central distance r.
^
F

12

•y

0

means

attraction
, .
repulsion

"Stable" clusters, i.e. clusters always consisting of a constant number
M, =

0

V, of vortex rings require V, = Π" M, , where

ÇT -

—.

re

17 

presents the specific volume covered  in the mean  by».single vortex
ring.
Using the abbreviations

f - -i- à SV

r-^my- * sena*

(33)

equation (Jft) can be rewritten in

This formula governs the interaction of stable clusters.
A cluster consisting of a large number of vortices shows, with respect
to its internal dynamics, a stochastic behaviour.
The interaction described by the first term of (34) and stochastically
varying between attraction and repulsion will vanish "in the average"
The second term, however, guarantees an always attractive contribution.
The interaction of two equal structured clusters, M

= M
J.

over a finite interval

Ί7

= M, averaged
¡υ

can be expressed by

F i r ) - - J ^ f ff

¿*t ¿.0

(35)

and will, therefore, always be attractive.
A quadrupel (fig. 7) of identical spheres centered at the corners of a
regular tetrahedron and touching each other represents a stable aggregate
of clusters of a high symmetry, as the central distancés of neighboured
clusters are equal and absolutely minimal.
To interpret the scattering of clusters and cluster-aggregates one has to
combine eq. (35) and the results of the classical collision theory. The
relation

ύ0

 1!

correlates the deviation Θ, the minimum d of central distance and the
normalized potential
5
For F ^ f
, i.e.
tering law

\/(r) .
,y
U(r)

OC

7*

and TC·

íív

we obtain the scat

0= Tr -zii-ZK* KM
ti tösymbolizes

(36)

the complete elliptic Legendre integral.
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fig.1
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fig. 1

Spindleshaped nucleus (I) covered by a spining vortex ring (II)

fig. 2

Spinless vortex ring scattered by a spherical obstacle,
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fig. 3

"Stripping" of a vortex ring due to a central collisie

fig. 4

Pulsating vortex density during the interaction of two rings,
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fig. 5

fig. 5

Surface/Volume ratio causes velocity cut-off (E
) and radius R„,
max
*

fig. 6

Distribution of particle density in a cluster.
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f'3 .?

fig. 7

Four equidistanced spheres represent a stable unit of action
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